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The electrical power system of a spacecraft plays a very critical role for space mission success. Such a modern power system may contain numerous hybrid DC/DC converters both inside the power system electronics (PSE) units and onboard most of the flight electronics modules. One of the faulty conditions for DC/DC converter that poses serious threats to mission safety is the random occurrence of oscillation related to inherent instability characteristics of the DC/DC converters and design deficiency of the power systems. To ensure the highest reliability of the power system, oscillations in any form shall be promptly detected during part level testing, system integration tests, flight health monitoring, and on-board fault diagnosis. The popular gain/phase margin analysis method is capable of predicting stability levels of DC/DC converters, but it is limited only to verification of designs and to part-level testing on some of the models. This method has to inject noise signals into the control loop circuitry as required, thus, interrupts the DC/DC converter’s normal operation and increases risks of degrading and damaging the flight unit [1].

A novel technique to detect oscillations at early stage for flight hybrid DC/DC converters was developed. The technique utilizes a power spectral analysis method to detect early-stage oscillation signals buried in a wide range of input voltage noise frequencies of the converter and to identify the oscillation signal based on RF signal amplitude/frequency modulation (AM/FM) theories [2]. This technique provides a useful tool to diagnose real-time stability problems for spacecraft power systems consisting of various DC/DC converters. To monitor and detect the oscillation, one can simply connect a test probe of a spectral analyzer to the power input of an operating DC/DC converter. A power spectrum showing both the channel power magnitude ($M_{CP}$) at a characteristic frequency ($f_c$) and the $M_{CP}$ at switching frequency ($f_{SW}$) can be obtained.
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**Figure 1:** A typical case of AM-type oscillation in its early stage, indicating in a time-domain waveform (a) and a power spectrum (b).
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Figure 1 (a) and (b) show a typical case of AM-type oscillation in its early stage, which indicate $f_c$ and $f_{SW}$ on both input noise Time-domain waveform and power spectrum. Figure 2 shows a typical FM-type severe oscillation. Figure 2(a) indicates the $f_{SW}$ and frequency swing ($\Delta f_{SW}$) in time-domain waveform, while Figure 2(b) shows the spectrum with $f_c$, $f_{SW}$, and sideband frequencies ($f_{SW} \pm f_c$). Note that each of the sideband frequencies changes at increment of $f_c$, which clearly implies that the characteristic frequency ($f_c$) is a carrier frequency, and in this case, is a representative of the oscillation frequency ($f_{os}$).

Figure 2: A typical severe FM-type oscillation showing as time-domain waveform (a) and power spectrum (b).

Oscillation mechanism of the DC/DC converter was analyzed, based on feedback loop control theory [3]. A series of oscillations were simulated using an oscillation simulator with a QV24-5-25 converter, by altering parameters of RC components within the feedback control loop. The study proved that the oscillation occurred at phase-crossover frequency ($f_{pco}$) in a Bode Plot where phase shift came to 0° (360°) as shown in Figure 3(a). In order to prove the existence of the oscillation frequency, a corresponding power spectrum in Figure 3(b) was taken at the same condition as the Bode plot was obtained. The crossover frequency of 98.9 kHz measured in the Bode plot was detected in the power spectrum as 94.6 kHz. To further investigate the correlation between the frequencies of the two measurement methods, 18 phase-crossover frequencies ($f_{pco}$) and 18 corresponding channel power frequencies ($f_{cp}$) were measured simultaneously while adjusting the simulator to generate 18 incremental oscillation noise levels. The test results in

Figure 3: The Phase-Crossover Frequency ($f_{pco}$) indicated in a Bode plot (a) can be measured in a power spectrum (b) as a Channal Power Frequency ($f_{cp}$).
Figure 4(a) showed that the two frequencies had strong relationship with a correlation coefficient of $r = 0.9453$ and with the fact that 89.4% of power spectrum readings were accounted for by the Bode plot readings. Figure 4(b) represented correlation of the frequencies for a MFL2812S DC/DC converter, which showed even higher correlation for the two measurement methods. In general, the feedback loop oscillation frequency detected by using a spectral analysis method was determined to be in a high frequency range, unique for every individual type of the converters, and in strong linear correlation with the phase-crossover frequency presented in a Bode plot of the gain/phase margin measurement method [1][4].

For DC/DC converter instability diagnosis, the channel power magnitude ($M_{CP}$) at a specified characteristic frequency ($f_C$) from input noise power spectrum of a DC/DC converter could be used as a precise stability level indicator. It was found that the $M_{CP}$ at characteristic frequency ($f_C$) could truly respond to a very small change of oscillation noise merged in the input voltage noise. Tests were conducted to determine if the $M_{CP}$ in the input noise power spectrum had strong correlation with the gain/phase margins measured under the same test conditions. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) illustrated the relationship between the channel power and gain and phase margins, which were obtained by using the oscillation simulator. Because the correlation appeared to be non-linear, Rank Order Correlation Coefficient ($r_s$) was utilized to describe how the channel power (in dBm) increased (or decreased) with changes of gain and phase margins. The test curves indicated the clear trends that the $M_{CP}$ decreased while the gain and phase margins increased (or decreased) accordingly with quite large $r_s$ values equal to 0.9608 for gain margin.
and 0.8989 for phase margin. In fact, the lower $r_s$ value simply meant that there was a larger portion of negative relationship between the two parameters, compared to the positive relationship shown in Figure 4(c). The $M_{CP}$ contains total average noise energy of the oscillation within a specified frequency range, so that it makes the channel power reading more stable and more sensitive to oscillation in early stage than the pulse amplitude in a Fourier spectrum as observed in this experiment.

In conclusion, the oscillation frequency can be recognized in Bode plot as zero-phase frequency ($f_{zp}$) which is the fundamental of the early oscillation detection technique. The Characteristic frequency ($f_c$) is defined for the spectrum analysis method, thus the $f_c$ represents the $f_{zp}$. Any amount of increase in $M_{CP}$ from their nominal levels at $f_c$ and at $f_{sw}$ sidebands could indicate an ongoing oscillation and can be utilized to determine the types, intensity, and change tendency of the oscillation. This technique shows significant advantages over gain/phase analysis method in terms of detection sensitivity, real-time monitoring capability, and test probing flexibility. In addition, it potentially provides a powerful tool to flight DC/DC converter health monitoring and fault diagnosis.
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